CSR Report

EVRAZ engineers about best practices, and since 2014, the forums have been driven

ZSMK and resulting in an updated environmental programme. Three months before

discussed methods and approved a consolidated solution, next steps and a schedule.

professional equipment for a children’s photo

EVRAZ seeks an ongoing dialogue with the communities in which it operates. The Group

children with disabilities. The funds were used to
new decorations for the interior. The equipment

that plants’ activities are line with the applicable rules and regulations. The regional
items were bought.

develop their creative talents and feel positive. The

it operates.
The Group focuses on stable partnerships with local communities and strives to improve
support children with special needs, veterans and old people, children’s homes, as well

salaries. EVRAZ is a committed partner with local governments: it helps to solve challenging
regional issues1.

Relations with local communities awards in 2015
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EVRAZ NTMK was awarded as one of the best
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2015 Projects for Local Communities Development

Ideas”

develop culture, sport, education, and help old people and
children with special needs.

EVRAZ for Kids

The main goal is to support children who have special needs

EVRAZ for Cities

EVRAZ supports local infrastructure in the cities where it
operates.

In 2015, EVRAZ supported the renovation of the Garden of Steelworkers in

EVRAZ donates funds for reconstructing roads, parks and
theatres, and for equipping schools, colleges and medical
centres.
EVRAZ for Sport

EVRAZ supports amateur and professional sports teams
and sportspeople, both children and adults.
towards preparing for and participating in different

the reconstruction of a football stadium and renovation of the swimming pool in
Kachkanar.

EVRAZ helps to develop culture in the regions where it
operates.
EVRAZ supported the road tour of Siberian theatres.
Reading Sparks® programme

The EVRAZ Reading Sparks® programme promotes

EVRAZ North America has provided, furnished and stocked numerous libraries

helped to organise and distribute more than 400,000 new books to agencies,

Scholarship Fund for Canadian
Aboriginals

The fund assists students attending the Universities of
Alberta and Regina, Notre Dame College, Northern Alberta

Sponsorship of the Enbridge®
Alberta Ride to Conquer Cancer®

EVRAZ is the presenting sponsor of the Enbridge
Cancer Foundation.

Sponsorship of First Growth

Annual Report & Accounts 2015

EVRAZ North America sponsored the fund in 2015.

of new cancer therapies at 16 cancer centers across Alberta, Canada.

